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LOOP 
There back! the #FATBOY #beanbags are back at #LOOPLtd, it must be spring! I know a lot of you where asking after 
then I am sorry they where late. 
 
The Fatboy #Original #Beanbag was #designed in 1998 by Jukka Setälä and has been the popular, #comfortable, and 
#highquality #design bean bag ever since. 
 
Fatboy Original Beanbag is - as its name suggests- not a cheap copy, no imitation of any other type of #lounge 
#furniture / beanbag. No, the Fatboy Original Beanbag simply is #THEORIGINAL! 
 
Fatboy Original Beanbag is not just a bean bag, it is a sense of #life, a synonym for #relaxation, #wellness, and 
#happiness.  
 
If you let yourself fall into it, the Fatboy Original Beanbag will cuddle up around you, so you will experience #sitting, 
#lying, or simply hanging out as a maximum of #comfort. 
 
In the #livingroom, #bedroom, #nursery, or in the #breakroom and even #office, the Fatboy Original Beanbag provides 
lounge feeling and a comfortable #atmosphere! 
 
The Fatboy Original Beanbag are in stock at £175.00 this week and are available in the colours below. 
There is also 3 x Stonewash Fabric it’s softer at £225.00  
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#LOOPLtd #C19 #mesh #ergonomic #contract #office #chair £220.00 each #delivered to your #home in #Guernsey, we 
have three left from the latest order.  
  
They are considered the ultimate contract chair.  They are exceptionally #comfortable, great #value contract chair 
features #ergonomic #design and #adjustment without compromising on #style.  
  
- Great thoracic support.  
- Flexible backrest.  
- Height adjustable lumbar support.  
- Two lever pictorial controls operating seat height and tilt - direct tension control.  
- Synchronous mechanism at 2:1 ratio.  
- Rounded waterfall seat front.  
- 3D adjustable arm rests with soft touch pads.  
- Black nylon five-star base as standard.  
- Packed in one box, self-assembly is required.  
  
Everything is delivered as per gov.gg guidelines. We do not want to spread the virus.  
  
#quality #ChannelIslands #officefurniture #homedesign #oifficeinteriors #officechair #contractfurniture  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

Redesign the way you live with LOOP  
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The Fruit Bowl is back in #stock at #LOOPLtd 
Innovative in shape and styling, the #Fruit #Bowl is crafted from 
#stainlesssteel with a distinctive recurring #design. 
#finished with a high buff mirror polish, £79.00, delivered in  
 
#Guernsey #Alderney #ChannelIslands #Fruit #Fruitbowls 
#kitcheninteriors #Homestyling #LOOPinteriors 
 
Redesign the way you live with, LOOP Ltd 
 
Connect@loop.gg  
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